
Sew Quick, Sew Cute
Fiona Goble
ISBN 9781782400882

If you love to sew but struggle to ever fi nish 
a project then this is the book for you. With these 30 simple 
contemporary projects, each with an approximate timescale 
ranging from one hour to a weekend, you will be amazed at 
what you can create in such a short space of time! There are 

a wide range of ideas including clothing, 
homeware and toys, many of which would 
make ideal handmade gifts. The basic 
materials and techniques are clearly 
explained, including helpful tips about 
fabrics, and each project has step-by-
step instructions with comprehensible 
illustrations and cross referencing to 
the techniques pages when necessary. 
Templates are included for enlarging on 
a photocopier and there are some really 

interesting tips and ideas throughout. Not 
only are the projects quick and simple, they 
are also items that you would want to make 
and be proud to accomplish!

This title is published by Ivy Press and is 
priced at £14.99.
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Modern Pincushions
Debbie Shore

ISBN 9781906314620

This ebook contains 15 fun and quirky pincushion projects for you to try! With a handy guide on how to 
use the ebook, which works with PC and Mac as well as tablets and kindles, this is a very user friendly 
product. The ebook begins with some interesting information about the history of pincushions before 
explaining the necessary tools and techniques – some are very simple and some more advanced 
techniques. The original pincushion projects are very clearly explained with photographs throughout 
alongside videos in which Debbie guides you through the process herself.  The attractive pincushion 
designs, including a fabulous teacup and useful jam jar, are often made out of household items and 
would make perfect, pretty yet practical gifts for your friends and family! 

This ebook is published by Vivebooks and is priced at £16. To purchase for £15 go to 
www.vivebooks.com and use coupon code SWPIN4. This discount applies to downloads or 
CDs. The offer ends on 30 April 2014.

Felt Dogs
Mitsuki Hoshi
ISBN 9781780673394

Felt Dogs is the perfect book for 
creative animal lovers. Whether you 
are an experienced felter or have 
never felted before, this book has all 
the information you need to make your 
own absolutely adorable little felt dogs, from 
pugs and poodles, to terriers and dachshunds! 
Clear and concise but with plenty of detail, the 
step-by-step instructions and photographs 
make these projects entirely achievable whilst 
the 26 pages of beautifully styled photographs 
make them completely irresistible! The 
basic materials and techniques needed for 
needle felting are well explained and each design 
comes with actual-size photographs alongside the assembly 
instructions which are very helpful to ensure that your 
measurements are correct. You will be surprised at how easily 
you can create these cute little dogs with wool and a needle!

This title is published by Laurence King, RRP £9.95. To 
purchase Felt Dogs with 35% discount and free UK P&P 
please visit www.laurenceking.com and use code FELT35. 
This offer ends on 11 April 2014.
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